Specialist hand
tools for HGV

(Heavy Goods Vehicle)

tire maintenance

# Kit 800204

The American “Heavy Duty” tools from KEN TOOL have
been specially designed and manufactured to provide professionals working with HGV, agricultural and industrial
tires an effective and reliable product.
The range includes particularly ingenious tools to help
solve any problem relating to tubeless tire removal and
replacement, from light vehicles all the way up to HGVs.

# 800228

# 800223
# 800227

With their unique designs and functions, KEN TOOL offers
a comprehensive range of ergonomic hand tools.
This type of tool, specially made for manual use, provides
effective results under any circumstances.
These tools are especially recommended for use in addition to electrical or hydraulic tools in truck or vehicle
maintenance garages.

# 800222

The high quality of the design and manufacture
has ensured our reputation in the USA for over
90 years.
Code

Article

# 800211

# 800226

800204 Complete Cobra Kit for tire removal/replacement,
for wheels up to 24.5”
includes 800205 + 800206 + 800207 + 800208
+ 800209 + 2x 800210 + 800211
800205 BLUE COBRA HGV tubeless tire removal tool,
for 22.5” and 24.5”
800206 Pry bar for HGV tubeless tire removal/replacement,
length 37” (94cm)

# 800234

800207 Double spoon-headed pry bar for HGV tubeless tire 		
removal/replacement, length 30” (76cm)
800224 Extra-long HGV removal/replacement pry bar,
length 52” (132cm)
800209 Lubricant applicator brush
800210 Alu heel blocker for tubeless tire replacement
on Steel and Alu wheels
800226 Pair of Alu heel blockers with cable for Alu
and Steel rims

YOUR DEALER

800211 Leather protector for removal on Alu rims
800222 Inertia bar for loosening HGV tires (heavy duty)
800223 Bounce-resistant hammer for tire loosening –
Fiberglass handle
800227 Wedge jack tool for loosening
800228 Industrial Wheel Lock Ring set
800234 Swan Neck Leverage-Bead-Breaking Bar
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800208 Lubricating paste

